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RAUB: A group of workers of Raub Australian Gold Mining Sdn Bhd, Bukit Koman residents and 

non-governmental organisations gathered outside the district police headquarters here expressing 

their disapproval of the planned Himpunan Hijau Raub rally planned for Sunday. 

Holding banners and placards, the groups urged “outsiders” not to disrupt peace and security in 

Raub and for the authorities to put a stop to the proposed rally. 

A representative of the workers handed a memorandum to Raub OCPD Supt Wan Mohd Samsudin 

Wan Osman stating that they were healthy and had no symptoms of any sickness related to cyanide. 

Raub Youth Council deputy chief Sheikh Salahuddin Sheikh Abdul Rahim said they believed the 

rally was politically motivated to create disturbance in the neighbourhood. 

“As a resident of Taman Muhibbah in Bukit Koman, my family has shown no signs of any sickness or 

other health complications. 

“None of the residents in my housing estate has complained of any illness linked to the gold-mining 

activities,” he said. 

Sheikh Salahuddin said in fact, they were unhappy with the planned rally which could disrupt peace 

and cause massive traffic congestion in the town. 

Anti-cyanide committee chairman and rally organiser Wong Kin Hoong said despite facing a strong 

protest, they would go ahead with the rally. 

He claimed about 20,000 would take part in the rally to protect the environment and to create 

awareness on the health hazard caused by cyanide usage. 

“Since the police have already given us the go ahead, I do not see why it should not be held,” he 

said when contacted. 

Wong insisted that the rally was not politically motivated and invited political parties to join the 

peaceful assembly. 

DAP vice-chairman Dr Tan Seng Giaw, who is a dermatologist by profession, recently said there 

was no evidence to show that the occurrence of skin problems among Bukit Koman residents was 

linked to cyanide used in the gold mining activity. 
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He said it was difficult to attribute the skin problems to a certain substance as it was a very slow 

process. 

Supt Wan Mohd Samsudin said police received a total of 60 protest notes from residents expressing 

their concern over the scheduled rally. 

He said police had included 16 conditions for the organiser to adhere to during the rally as provided 

for under the Peaceful Assembly Act 2012. 

“If the organiser violates any of the conditions, we would initiate investigations under the new Act,” 

he said. 

 


